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Abstract: This paper presents a novel indoor topological localization method based on mobile
phone videos. Conventional methods suffer from indoor dynamic environmental changes and
scene ambiguity. The proposed Visual Landmark Sequence-based Indoor Localization (VLSIL)
method is capable of addressing problems by taking steady indoor objects as landmarks. Unlike
many feature or appearance matching-based localization methods, our method utilizes highly
abstracted landmark sematic information to represent locations and thus is invariant to illumination
changes, temporal variations, and occlusions. We match consistently detected landmarks against
the topological map based on the occurrence order in the videos. The proposed approach contains
two components: a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based landmark detector and a topological
matching algorithm. The proposed detector is capable of reliably and accurately detecting landmarks.
The other part is the matching algorithm built on the second order hidden Markov model and it can
successfully handle the environmental ambiguity by fusing sematic and connectivity information of
landmarks. To evaluate the method, we conduct extensive experiments on the real world dataset
collected in two indoor environments, and the results show that our deep neural network-based
indoor landmark detector accurately detects all landmarks and is expected to be utilized in similar
environments without retraining and that VLSIL can effectively localize indoor landmarks.
Keywords: visual landmark sequence; indoor topological localization; convolutional neural network
(CNN); second order hidden Markov model
1. Introduction
Topological localization is a fundamental component for pedestrians and robots localization,
navigation, and mobile mapping [1,2]. It is compatible with human understanding as topological maps
utilize highly abstracted knowledge of present locations. Represented by a graph, a topological map
is a compact and memory-saving way to represent an environment, and thus is suitable for large-scale
scene localization [3]. Each node of it indicates a region of the environment, which is associated with
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a visual feature vector to represent it. The vital problem of the technique is to design robust and
distinctive features to represent nodes identically.
Many handcrafted features have been devised based on colors, gradients [3], lines [4], or
distinctive points to represent the nodes. Previous work also entails learning the representation
of the nodes using machine learning techniques [5]. However, most of them fail in dynamic indoor
environments due to camera noise, illumination and perspective changes, or temporal variations.
Another serious problem is that there are numbers of visually similar locations in the same environment,
which further adds the difficulty of finding the proper visual location representation. Therefore,
it still remains a challenging problem to find the robust visual representation for image-based
indoor localization.
Exploiting semantic information from videos for localization is more feasible and human-friendly
compared to conventional features or appearance matching-based methods. Finding matched features
in large scenes is inefficient, and it often fails due to the amount of visually similar locations. In addition,
matching multi-modality images is also a problem. Steady elements in the environment are robust
representations of locations as they are salient and insensitive to occlusions, illuminations, and view
variations. Their ground truth locations are also fixed and known.
In this paper, we propose a novel visual landmark sequence-based approach that exploits the
steady objects for indoor topological localization. In the approach, sematic information of steady
objects on the wall is used to represent locations, and their occurrence order in the video is used
for localization through matching against the topological map. A topological map constructed with
the prior of floor plan map of the environment is used to store connectivity information between
landmarks. Each node on the map indicates a local region of the environment and is represented by
landmark sematic information. To address the environmental ambiguity problem, we extract landmark
sequence from a mobile phone video, and match them using the proposed matching algorithm based
on their occurrence order. We make the following original contributions:
1. We propose a novel visual landmark sequence-based indoor localization (VLSIL) framework to
acquire indoor location through smartphone videos.
2. We propose a novel topological node representation using sematic information of indoor objects.
3. We present a robust landmark detector using a convolutional neural network (CNN) for landmark
detection that does not need to retrain for new environments.
4. We present a novel landmark localization system built on a second order hidden Markov model
to combine landmark sematic and connectivity information for localization, which is shown to
relieve the scene ambiguity problem where traditional methods have failed.
Part of the content is included in our conference paper [6]. Compared to the conference paper,
we show the following expansions:
1. We modified the HMM2-based localization algorithm to make it work in the case where part of
the multiple-object landmark is detected.
2. We have conducted more comprehensive experiments to demonstrate that our landmark detector
outperforms detectors based on handcrafted features.
3. We further tested the algorithm in a new experimental site to verify the generality of the detector
and the localization method.
4. We also conducted further analysis over the factors, including landmark sequence length and
map complexity, that affect the performance of the algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related work on visual
landmark representation and image-based localization. In Section 3, we illustrate the basic concept of
visual landmark sequence-based indoor localization. Section 4 presents the detail of the CNN-based
detector, which detects landmarks from smartphone videos. Section 5 elaborates the proposed
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matching algorithm based on a second order hidden Markov model. Section 6 presents extensive
experimental results, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Related Work
The proposed method is highly related to visual landmark representation and image-based
localization methods. We briefly review related works in the two fields.
2.1. Visual Landmark Representation
Visual landmarks can be divided into two categories: artificial landmarks and natural landmarks.
Artificial landmarks are purposefully designed to be salient in the environment. Ahn et al. [7]
designed a circular coded landmark that is robust with perspective variations. Jang et al. [8] devised
landmarks based on color information and recognized them using color distribution. Basiri et al. [9]
developed a landmark-based navigation system using QR codes as landmarks, and the user’s
location was determined and navigated by recognizing the quick response code registered in the
landmark’s location. Briggs et al. [10] utilized self-similar landmarks based on barcodes and were
able to perform localization in real time. Artificial landmarks can be precisely detected since they
are manufactured based on prior rules. Such rules allow them to stay robust, facing challenges
of the varying illuminations, view points, and scales in images, and help to devise the landmark
detectors. Their position can also be coded in the landmark appearance. However, deploying artificial
landmarks changes building decorations, which might not be feasible due to economic reasons or
the owners’ favor. Natural landmarks avoid changing indoor surfaces by exploiting physical objects
or scenes in the environment. Common objects such as doors, elevators, and fire extinguishers are
good natural landmarks. They remain unchanged over a relatively long period and are common in
indoor environments.
Many methods have been proposed to represent locations using natural landmarks [11–13].
Some of them are based on handcrafted features, which make use of color, gradients, or geometric
information. Planar and quadrangular objects are viewed as landmarks and are detected based on
geometric rules [11,12]. Tian et al. [13] identified indoor objects such as doors, elevators, and cabinets
by judging whether detected lines and corners satisfy indoor object shape constraints. SIFT features
were chosen to perform natural landmark recognition in [14,15]. Serrão et al. [16] proposed a natural
landmark detection approach by leveraging SURF features and line segments. It performed well
in detecting doors, stairs, and tags in the environment. Kawaji et al. [17] used omnidirectional
panoramic images taken in different positions as landmarks, and PCA-SIFT was applied to perform
image matching. Moreover, shape [4,18], light strength [19], or region connection relations [20] have
also been exploited to represent landmarks for localizations. Kosmopoulos et al. [21] developed
a landmark detection approach based on edges and corners. These methods have achieved good
results on specified objects in certain scenes. However, they are likely to fail in other scenes due to the
variations in doors and stairs.
In this paper, we propose a robust landmark representation using sematic information.
A CNN-based landmark detector is proposed to determine landmark type. Unlike previous approaches
using handcrafted features, our detector learns the distinctive features to distinguish target objects and
background. Moreover, it can be used for off-the-shelf scenes without changing. The learned features
are not derived from a single space but from a combination of color, gradients, and geometric space.
With a proper training dataset, it stays robust to landmark variations caused by illumination and other
deformations. CNN was selected due to its high performance in image classification [22] and indoor
scene recognition [23] and outperforms approaches based on handcrafted features.
2.2. Image-Based Localization
As mobile computing and smartphones are becoming readily accessible, there have been attempts
to use smartphone cameras for indoor localization [17,24–36]. These methods exploit computer vision
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techniques to estimate people’s location and mainly fall into two categories: image retrieval-based
methods and 3D model-based methods. The former uses images captured by the smartphone camera to
search for similar images in the image dataset whose positions and orientations are already known. The
pose of the query image is determined with poses of similar images. This approach not only requires
significant offline processing but can also easily get stuck in situations where different locations have a
similar appearance. The latter approaches estimate location by building corresponding 2D–3D matches.
However, they do not work in low texture environments, and they suffer from image blurring caused
by camera motion. In addition, environment change significantly decreases the performance of the
two types of methods, which frequently occurs in indoor environments.
Many positioning algorithms have introduced landmarks for indoor localization. Basically,
landmarks are taken as supporting information to reduce the error drift of dead reckon
approaches [37–39]. In this paper, we focus on performing indoor topological localization with
only visual landmark information since landmarks play an important role in localizing and navigating
pedestrians in an unfamiliar environment [40].
Many approaches perform landmark-based localization under a geometric scheme. Triangle
intersection theory is applied to localize users using more than three landmarks [41]. Jang et al. [8]
presented an approach with a single landmark. The user’s position was estimated based on an affine
camera model between the three-dimensional space and the projected image space.
Another type of landmark-based localization utilizes landmark recognition techniques. It assumes
that users are close to the detected landmarks. The landmark is identified based on their visual
representations [11,12,19]. However, in indoor environments, it is usually not feasible to match
landmarks based only on visual features, since locations can have a similar appearance. Additional
information is needed to distinguish different landmarks. Tian et al. [13] exploited textual information
around doors to address this problem. However, it is not always possible to have tags of text around
doors. Contextual information between landmarks was exploited through a hidden Markov model
(HMM) to recognize landmarks and achieve good results in [42–44]. However, an HMM model only
takes a previous landmark to recognize a current landmark and fails in scenes of high ambiguity.
In this paper, we propose a matching algorithm based on a second order hidden Markov model
(HMM2) to utilize landmark connecting information and sematic information for landmark recognition.
An HMM2 is able to involve the walking direction in the process of landmark recognition. The walking
direction is introduced to constrain the landmark connectivity. In this manner, more contextual
information is taken into account for landmark localization, so indoor scene ambiguity is reduced.
3. Visual Landmark Sequence-Based Indoor Localization (VLSIL)
We propose a novel visual landmark sequence-based indoor localization (VLSIL) framework, and
we first illustrate its basic idea. Suppose there is an indoor space that has seven locations as shown in
Figure 1a. For each location, there is a landmark representing it as shown in Figure 1b and the color
indicates the landmark type. Pedestrians can only walk from one location to the others linked by a path.
Suppose pedestrians reach the location L(2) without knowing it and observe the red landmark. Their
locations cannot be determined since there is more than one location denoted by the red landmark
(e.g., LM(5) and LM(7)). Suppose pedestrians observe red, green, and blue landmarks in sequence in
their path. They can be sure they start from LM(2), go through LM(4), and arrive at LM(6), because
LM(2), LM(4), and LM(6) are the only valid path. The VLSIL achieves localization through taking
photos (video) of a location to determine the current position by matching a sequence of previously
discovered landmarks against the topological map of the space.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) Topological map of an indoor space, where there are seven locations. (b) In each of the
locations of the space, there is a landmark representing it. Landmarks of the same color are identical
(e.g., office doors). A person can only walk from one location to the next linked by a path.
4. Landmark Detection
The landmark detection process consists of two phases: the offline phase and the online phase.
During the offline phase, landmark types are pre-defined from common indoor objects and scenes,
and a CNN is trained to recognize them. The online phase performs the landmark detection from
the captured videos. It includes frame extraction, region proposal, and landmark type determination.
Figure 2 illustrates the whole process. The offline phase is highlighted with a light blue background,
and the rest of it is the online phase.
Figure 2. Flowchart of indoor landmark detection.
In the real scene, many of the extracted images only capture the background information, which
is usually representative of walls. Applying a selective search to these images is not necessary and
decreases the efficiency. Therefore, we first determine whether the extracted image belongs to a wall
(the background). If so, the next image is proceeded. If not, a selective search is performed, and
proposed patches are identified.
The rest of this section provides a detailed introduction of the offline and online phases of
the process.
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4.1. Offline Phase
4.1.1. Landmark Definition
In this paper, landmarks are defined using common indoor objects such as doors, fire extinguishers,
stairs, and indoor structure locations. Some examples of common objects are shown in Figure 3. Other
indoor objects such as chairs and desks are not used because their positions are not fixed.
(a) Fire extinguisher (b) Stair (c) Door
(d) Elevator (e) Toilets tag (f) Intersection
Figure 3. Common indoor objects and locations of interest.
Three types of landmarks are defined: single-object landmarks, multiple-object landmarks, and
scene landmarks. Single-object landmarks consist of one object such as a fire extinguisher or an
elevator. Multiple-object landmarks are defined with more than one object. For instance, office doors
are multiple-object landmarks, as they include a doorplate and a door. Combining multiple objects
enlarges the landmark distinctiveness and reduces ambiguity of the map. We do not utilize the texts in
the doorplate to further distinguish the office doors because motion blur makes text recognition very
challenging. Scene landmarks are key locations of the indoor structure such as corners, intersections,
or halls that have unique visual patterns.
4.1.2. Training CNN-Based Indoor Object Classifier
Our landmark detection relies on the object detection results of the extracted images. The high
accuracy and real-time performance of the CNN on object detection inspired us to use it for our
application [45]. In the application, we developed our CNN-based landmark detector by modifying
AlexNet [46]. The modified AlexNet contains five convolutional layers and two fully connected layers.
Each convolutional layer is tailed by a max pooling layer. Two fully connected layers are used to
assemble information from the convolutional layers. AlexNet was selected for two reasons. The first
is that its high performance in image classification has been demonstrated in ImageNet competition.
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Secondly, it is relatively easy to converge since it has relatively few layers compared to other more
complex networks.
Several tricks were applied to train AlexNet for our indoor object detection. Firstly, the output
layer was modified to recognize the target indoor objects. AlexNet was originally designed for
ImageNet competition, which aims to recognize 1000 types of objects. However, not all indoor objects
of our interest were included. We replaced the output layer with new one, in which the number of
neurons equals the number of our interesting indoor objects. The softmax function was chosen as
the activation function of output layer neurons. Secondly, we retrained AlexNet with a finetuning
technique. Only the newly added layer was allowed to retrain, while the weights of the rest of the
layers were fixed when fine-tuning. Finally, to eliminate the object variations caused by illuminations,
rotations, and movement, we conducted data augmentation by pre-processing the original images.
For each original image, we change its brightness by adding 10, 30, −10, and −30 to produce new
images. We rotated the original image by 5◦, 10◦, −5◦, and −10◦. The movement of pedestrians led
to the partial occlusion of targets of interest. We also generated new images by randomly cropping
original images to sizes of 224× 224. The brightness and rotating images were altered with the original
images, and cropping was done in the training stage. In this way, we enlarged the training dataset,
and the trained network was robust to those variations.
4.2. Online Phase
The online phase consists of frame extraction, region proposal, indoor object recognition, and
landmark type determination. We elaborate the procedures in detail, except the indoor object
recognition step, which simply feeds the image patches into the classifier.
4.2.1. Frame Extraction
During the online phase, smartphone videos are sampled at a given rate. The sampling rate is a
vital parameter as it impairs landmark detection accuracy and efficiency. Low sampling rate results in
low overlap or even no overlap between successive images, which leads to a loss of tracking of certain
objects in the image sequence. A high sampling rate leads to large information redundancy, resulting
in low landmark detection efficiency, as more images are to be processed. Overlap can be roughly
estimated using Equations (1) and (2). They are applied in two scenarios: walking along a line and
turning to another direction.
Overlap = 1− V
2H tan( θ2 )Hz
× 100% (1)
Overlap = 1− Vang
Hzθ
× 100% (2)
where V represents walking speed, and H is the average distance between camera and surrounding
environment. θ is the field of view of camera in each mobile phone. Hz represents sampling rate. Vang
is the angular velocity. Empirically, a sampling rate of 3–5 frames per second would work well.
4.2.2. Region Proposal
Cutting target objects out of extracted images is crucial for landmark detection. Feeding images
that contain background and target objects directly into the classifier decreases object recognition
accuracy. It is because training samples are covered with indoor objects in the majority of image
space, while in extracted images target objects may occupy only a small part of it. Therefore, we
have to crop the patches with target objects taking up most of the space. Here we choose the
selective search algorithm to generate patches of interest from images [47]. Selective search employs a
bottom-up strategy to generate patches. The process contains two steps. At first, an over-segmentation
algorithm is applied to generate massive initial regions in a variety of color spaces with a range of
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different parameters. A hierarchical grouping approach is then performed based on diverse similarity
measurements including color, texture, shape, and fill, with various starting points. Hundreds or
thousands of patches are produced from the algorithm. However, we do not need to process all of
them to identify the target objects since there may be too many eligible patches. The first 300 patches
are normally used for accuracy and efficiency purposes.
4.2.3. Landmark Type Determination
Landmark type is determined based on the indoor object recognition results. For single-object
landmarks and scene landmarks, their types are given with their corresponding indoor objects.
Regarding multiple-object landmarks, their types are determined by the combination of detected
objects. For instance, the combination of doorplate and door represents an office door landmark.
A sequence of images is used to perform landmark type determination instead of a single image.
The main reason is that components of multiple-object landmarks might not appear in the same
image. The recognition result of a sequence images can address the problem as the components
are sequentially detected. Moreover, it is helpful to eliminate the wrong recognition results. In this
paper, indoor objects that are not seen in three successive images are interpreted as false detections.
Exploiting image sequences for localization also helps determine the landmark occurrence order when
more than one landmarks are observed in a single image. The first landmark detected prior to the
current landmark is viewed as the previous landmark of the current detected landmark in the sequence.
Sequence image length is set automatically based on the recognition results. A sequence starts from an
object, is robustly recognized, and ends at the images (the walls).
5. Visual Landmark Sequence Localization Using the Second Order Hidden Markov Model
Knowing a sequence of landmark types from a video, we match them with the predefined
topological map. In this section, we illustrate the defined topological map and the matching algorithm
based on the second order hidden Markov model (HMM2) for our applications. We also extend the
Viterbi algorithm for our application.
5.1. Topological Map
The topological map provides information of the distribution of landmarks of the indoor
environment and indicates the connectivities between landmarks. In our paper, the topological
map is a directed graph and is created from the floor plan map of the indoor environment. It consists
of two types of elements: nodes and edges. Nodes indicate regions of the environment. Their color
represents the landmark type. We use red nodes for fire extinguishers, black for intersections, blue for
offices, silver for elevators, yellow for stairs, light green for the disabled toilets, green for men’s toilets,
and dark green for women’s toilets. Edges denote the connecting information between landmarks. An
edge starting from node i to node j indicates the sequential direction in which landmark j is detected
after landmark i. The arrowed line indicates a one-way connection. In certain situation, two landmarks
might be spatially close to each other. They are viewed as two regions and are represented with the
corresponding landmarks.
5.2. The Second Order Hidden Markov Model for Indoor Localization
The HMM2 takes context information to perform tasks. It contains five elements: the observations
set, the states set, the initial probability, the emission matrix, and the transition matrix. For our
application, the observations set includes all landmark types and the states set indicates the landmark
locations. Initial probability represents the starting position of a route. In the rest of the section, we
detail the emission matrix and transition matrix of the HMM2 in our scenario. We also introduce a
new parameter to handle unidentified multiple-object landmarks.
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5.2.1. The Emission Matrix of HMM2
The emission matrix represents the state probabilistic distribution over the observation set [48]. Its
row count equals the number of states and its column count is the number of observations classes. For
our problem, the entry values of the emission matrix indicate the probability of an observed landmark
type that belongs to a certain state. We assign the emission matrix value based on the landmark
types of a landmark location. The emission matrix is defined as follows: ei,j = 1, if landmark type j
corresponds to state i; ei,j = 0, otherwise.
5.2.2. The Transition Matrix of the HMM2
Unlike the transition matrix of the hidden Markov model which is a two-dimensional matrix,
the transition matrix of the HMM2 is three-dimensional [48]. Its value ti,j,k indicates the probability
that the next state is k, given the condition that the previous state is i and the current state is j. For
the landmark-based indoor localization problem, it represents the probability of going through certain
landmark positions given the previous two landmark positions. The matrix is defined as ti,j,k = 1 if there
is a path from i through j to k; ti,j,k = 0, otherwise.
5.2.3. The Probabilistic Matrix of Landmark Type
Ideally, multiple-object landmarks are correctly recognized. However, in some cases, only a
component of the landmark is detected. To deal with the problem, a probabilistic matrix, pi,j, the
probability of landmark type i given detected object j, is defined. This parameter does not affect
single-object landmarks or scene landmarks. For them, when the object or scene is detected, its
landmark type is determined. It aims to solve the confusion of multiple-object landmark when part of
a landmark is observed. This works for situations where an object is detected but its landmark type
still remains undetermined. The matrix value pi,j = 1 if landmark i is a single-object landmark and j is
the object to form it; pi,j = 0, otherwise. For multiple-object landmarks, if the detected object cannot be
used to recognize landmarks, we split the probability evenly. For example, if a door is detected, its
matrix value equals 0.25 since it could belong to either an office or a toilet.
5.3. The Extended Viterbi Algorithm for Indoor Localization
Given the modified HMM2 for landmark localization, we extend the Viterbi algorithm to
find the landmark sequence corresponding to the sequence of landmark types based on Bayesian
theory. The details are below. Assume that the HMM2 has M states for landmarks, and the initial
state parameter is pii, which represents the probability when the process starts from landmark i.
The transition matrix value tij is the transiting probability that the process move from landmark
i to landmark j. There are n detected landmarks in the observation sequence, represented by
Y = {y1, y2 . . . yn}. The corresponding locations are represented by X = {x1, x2 . . . xn}. We aim to
find the landmark location sequence X of the maximum probability, given the landmark type sequence
Y. Therefore, our objective function is to maximize P(X|Y). From the Bayesian theory,
P(X|Y) = P(Y|X)P(X)
P(Y)
(3)
where P(Y|X) denotes the probability distribution of the landmark type sequence Y, given state
sequence X. In the hidden Markov model (HMM), it is represented by the emission matrix. P(X) is the
prior probability distribution of state sequence X. P(Y) is the probability distribution of the observation
sequence. It is a constant value. Hence, the solution to maximizing P(X|Y) and maximizing gu(X) are
the same.
gu(X) = P(Y|X)P(X). (4)
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Taking the logarithm of gu(X), Equation (4) is changed to Equation (5).
lgu(X) = log(gu(X)) =
n
∑
j=1
logP(yi|xi) + logP(x1, x2, . . . xn). (5)
Since the logarithm function is monotonically increasing, lgu(X) and gu(X) share the same
solution for the maximization problem. Note that the HMM requires that the next state only depends
on the current state. LogP(x1, x2 . . . , xn) can be simplified to Equation (6).
logP(x1, x2, . . . xn) = (
n
∑
j=2
logP(xj|xj−1)) + logP(x1). (6)
Equation (5) is transformed to Equation (7).
lgu(X) =
n
∑
j=1
logP(yi|xi) + (
n
∑
j=2
logP(xj|xj−1)) + logP(x1). (7)
The Viterbi algorithm is used to find the solution to the maximization of lgu(X). It recursively
computes the path. Two parameters are updated in the process. At any step t, Vt,k is used to record the
maximum probability of the landmark sequence ending at landmark k, given t observations. Ptr(k, t)
records the previous landmarks before landmark k in the most likely state sequence. The process is
as follows.
V1,k = ey1,k × pik (8)
Vt,k = max(eyt ,k × txt−1,k ×Vt−1,xt−1) (9)
Ptr(k, t) = arg max
k
(eyt ,k × txt−1,k ×Vt−1,xt−1). (10)
The Viterbi algorithm has shown good performance in terms of solving the HMM problem. It has
to be modified to solve the HMM2 problem because the HMM2 takes both the previous state and the
current state into consideration when predicting the next step. Thus, Equation (6) has to be extended
as follows.
logP(x1, . . . , xn) =
n
∑
j=3
logP(xj|xj−1, xj−2) + logP(x2|x1) + logP(x1). (11)
Another issue is that, during landmark detection, the landmark type might not be clearly
recognized. The modified equation is Equation (11). A parameter is added to represent such
unclear observations as introduced in Section 5.2.3. The Viterbi algorithm for the HMM2 was
initialized by Equations (12) and (13) followed by iteration Equations (14) and (15) and is summarized
in Algorithm 1.
V1,k = max(py1,s1 × ey1,k × pik) (12)
V2(x1, k) = V1,x1 × t1(x1, k)×max(py2,s2)× ey2,k (13)
Vt(xt−1, k) = max(Vt−1(xt−2, xt−1)× t2(xt−2, xt−1, k))×max(pyt ,st × eyt ,k) (14)
Ptrt(xt−1, k) = arg max
xt−2
(Vt−1(xt−2, xt−1)× t2(xt−2, xt−1, k)) (15)
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where St is the object type of detected landmark t.
Algorithm 1: Extended Viterbi finds the location sequence of maximum probability.
Input: A sequence of observations Y, transition matrix T1, T2, emission matrix E, probabilistic
matrix P, initial location pi
Output: A sequence of states X
1 Def: N: number of locations; M: number of landmark type; n: number of observations
2 Initialization:
3 V1 = T1 × pi × E× P
4 Recursion:
5 Vt = Vt−1 × T2 × Et × Pt
6 Ptrt = arg max (Vt−1 × T2)
7 Back trace:
8 XK = arg maxcol (VN) column index of the V
9 XK−1 = arg maxrow (VN) row index of the V
10 Xt = Ptrt+1(Xt+1, Xt+2)
11 Return X;
6. Evaluation
6.1. Setup
To evaluate the proposed method, we conducted our experiments on the B floor of the Business
South building (BSB) and the B floor of the School of Computer Science building (CSB) at the University
of Nottingham, UK. The two sites are typical office environments containing many corridors and
office rooms. Floor plan maps of the two sites are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively, and their
corresponding topological maps are shown in Figures 6 and 7. We selected eight types of landmarks
from the two places: office rooms, stairs, elevators, fire extinguishers, men’s toilets, women’s toilets,
disabled toilets, and the intersection (corner). Among them, fire extinguishers, stairs, and elevators are
single-object landmarks. Office rooms and toilets are multiple-object landmarks. An intersection is a
scene landmark. The BSB is a relatively simple environment, while the CSB is more complex. In the
BSB, there are 54 landmarks in total, and there are 65 landmarks in the CSB.
Two female and three male participants were asked to collect videos at both sites using
smartphones. Three models of mobile phones were used: an Huawei Honor, a Samsung Note 3, and
an iPhone 6s Plus. Each participant wore a mobile phone on their upper arm, with the camera looking
sideways. Taking side-viewed videos provides more information about landmarks, as it is orthographic
projection on landmarks. Compared to the front view, view variations are relieved. Another reason is
that side-view capturing has a narrow field of view, which facilitates the determination of the landmark
occurrence order, since the landmarks appear one by one in the video. Participants were asked to walk
freely along the corridors in two experimental sites. In our experiments, a real world mobile video
dataset of 1.9 h in total was collected for the evaluation of the proposed method.
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Figure 4. A floor plan map of the B floor in the Business South building (BSB).
Figure 5. A floor plan map of the B floor in the School of Computer Science building (CSB).
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Figure 6. A landmark topological map of the B floor in the BSB.
Figure 7. A landmark topological map of the B floor in the CSB.
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Seven routes were used as a testing bed to evaluate our method. Two of them were collected in
the BSB and five in the CSB. Routes 1–2 are from the BSB and Routes 3–7 are from CSB. The overview
of the seven routes are as follows:
Route 1: The route begins at Node 43 and goes through 28 landmarks, ending at Node 47.
Route 2: The route starts from Node 44 and turns left at all four turns before ending at Node 46.
There are 16 landmarks in this route.
Route 3: This route goes through 15 landmarks. It starts from an office door (Node 52) and ends
in the intersection (Node 14). It walks through a sequence of office doors, containing a corner and a
left turn.
Route 4: The route starts from the left stair and goes straight to the end corner of the corridor.
In total, 10 landmarks are included in this route.
Route 5: This route contains 14 landmarks. It begins from an intersection (Node 16), goes through
a sequence of office doors, turns, and elevators, and finally reaches the left stairs.
Route 6: This route starts from a turn (Node 16) and ends at an office (Node 65), going through
three turns, containing 17 landmarks.
Route 7: The route begins from a turn (Node 16) and goes to the end of the corner before turning
left. It goes straight until reaching the turn (Node 19). It goes down to the turn (Node 17). There are 22
landmarks in this route.
6.2. Landmark Detection
6.2.1. Indoor Object Recognition
The selected landmarks are comprised of nine classes of indoor objects, including eight classes
of indoor objects—door (DR), women’s toilet tag (WMTT), men’s toilet tag (MTT), disabled toilet tag
(DTT), fire extinguisher (FE), door plate (DP), elevator (ELV), and stairs (ST)—and one class of scene
object (corner or intersection) (CN). Together, they form 8 types of landmarks. We also introduce
background as a type of class during the training process, which are uninteresting objects (walls
mostly). Uninteresting objects act as negative training samples. This increases the discrimination and
generalization ability of the classifier.
We collected about 1300 images containing these 10 types of indoor objects (9 of them are objects
of interest and 1 is background). About 1000 of them were used for training (fine-tuning the CNN
pre-trained on ImageNet data) and the rest for testing. The distribution of the training and testing
datasets are shown in Table 1. These data came from two sources, images on the Internet and video
frames from the collected data. We leveraged images from the Internet for two reasons. Firstly, the
training dataset could be enlarged and thus the discriminative capacity of the trained classifier over
the targeted indoor object was improved. Another reason is that our detector can be used in a new
environment without retraining.
Table 1. Distribution of training and testing data.
Type CN DTT DR DP ELV FE MTT ST WLL WMTT
Training 56 60 155 63 60 250 58 113 104 55
Testing 29 25 33 22 23 36 24 37 31 20
We selected AlexNet as the basic network and fine-tuned it for our application. The output layer
was modified by changing the number of neurons from 1000 to 10. Its parameters were initialized with
a normal Gaussian distribution. The other layers were initialized with weights that won the Visual
Recognition Challenge in 2012. Parameters of the convolutional layers and fully connected layers were
kept fixed and only the parameter of the output layer were learned during the training phase. The
CNN was implemented using the Caffe framework [49]. The learning rate was 0.05, and the maximum
iteration was 40,000. The network was trained in an MSI laptop in GPU mode. The laptop features a
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Windows 10 operating system and the processor is Intel i7, and the laptop is fitted with 8 GB of RAM.
The graphics processing unit is an Nvidia GTX970M.
We further compare the proposed landmark detection method with traditional handcrafted
feature-based methods. Gist [50] is used to represent the visual objects, and the objects are recognized
using SVM-based and ANN-based methods. We report the results with the accuracy and the F1 value.
F1 value is a measure of classification accuracy, which takes both precision and recall into consideration.
Precision represents the number of correct classification results divided by all positive results returned
by the classifier. Recall is the number of correct results divided by all the ground true positive samples.
The F1 value ranges from 0 to 1, and the higher the value is, the better the performance. F1 can be
computed with Equation (16).
F1 = 2× precision× recall
precision + recall
. (16)
The comparison results are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
Table 2. Indoor object recognition in terms of accuracy.
Methods CN DTT DR DP ELV FE MTT ST WLL WMTT Overall
SVM 17.2% 64.0% 90.9% 68.2% 0.0 % 100% 0.0% 56.8% 3.2% 0.0 % 44.3%
ANN 82.8% 80.0% 97.0% 86.4% 73.9% 97.2% 87.5% 70.3% 61.3% 80.0% 81.8%
Ours 100% 96.0% 100% 95.5% 95.7% 100% 100% 100% 100% 95.0% 98.6%
Table 3. Indoor objects recognition in terms of F1 value.
Methods CN DTT DR DP ELV FE MTT ST WLL WMTT AVERAGE
SVM 0.29 0.78 0.50 0.77 Nan 0.44 Nan 0.67 0.06 Nan Nan
ANN 0.89 0.87 0.84 0.90 0.76 0.77 0.88 0.78 0.70 0.86 0.82
Ours 1 0.96 1 0.98 0.98 1 1 1 0.98 0.93 0.98
The results show that our method achieves the best results compared to SVM-based and
ANN-based methods on both average accuracy and F1 value. For each type of object, our method
outperforms the other two in terms of accuracy and F1 value. The SVM-based method failed to
recognize the doorplates and toilets tags. The ANN-based method also obtained high accuracy but
it tended to classify the wall as other objects. This affects the localization application as it adds
non-existing landmarks to the sequence.
6.2.2. Landmark Detection Performance
All videos of seven routes were empirically sampled at the rate of three frames per second. Some
examples of the visual landmark sequences are shown in Figures 8 and 9. Sampled images were
processed with the selective search algorithm to generate 300 patches. Landmarks were determined
from the classification results according to the strategy described in Section 4.2.3.
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Figure 8. Landmark sequence example of Route 1.
Figure 9. Landmark sequence example of Route 3.
We applied this trained detector and ANN-based detector to the landmark detection on the 1.9 h
indoor mobile phone videos. The SVM-based detector is not used due to its low performance on object
detection. The results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Landmark detection performance in the real data test.
Route Landmarks Counts
ANN Ours
DL CDL WDL DL CDL WDL
1 28 30 25 5 28 28 0
2 16 16 16 0 16 16 0
3 15 20 15 5 15 15 0
4 10 10 10 0 10 10 0
5 14 18 14 4 14 14 0
6 18 26 18 6 18 18 0
7 22 29 22 7 22 22 0
Our method correctly detected all landmarks in all routes. The ANN-based detector correctly
detected landmarks in Route 2 and Route 3. Some walls were wrongly detected as doors in Routes 3, 5,
6, and 7. This demonstrates that our detector outperforms the detector using handcrafted features.
Currently, the proposed method cannot be achieved in real time. The majority of time is spent on
landmark detection. Although the average time of classifying an image is short using our convolutional
neural network (about 0.012 s on our machine), the average time to process a landmark image is about
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7 s. The process is time-consuming for two reasons. Firstly, we choose an effective selective search
algorithm to generate patches from landmark images, which costs about 3–4 s to generate reliable
patches. Secondly, we feed 300 patches of a landmark image to the network to correctly detect
landmarks, which takes an extra 3 s. It should be noted that the detection process can be optimized
with the development of object detection technologies in computer vision.
6.3. Localization
6.3.1. Performance
We match the detected landmarks with topological map on two situations: a known start and
an unknown start. The ground truth routes and the predicted routes are shown in Figure 10. The red
line indicates the ground truth trajectory. The green line represents the predicted trajectory with an
unknown start, while the blue line represents the predicted trajectory with a known start. The route
start is represented with a node with a cyan edge, and the route end is denoted as a node with a red
edge. For Routes 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7, predictions of both known and unknown starts are correctly localized
since the blue and green lines are in accordance with the red line. For Routes 3 and 6, the two blue
lines are in accordance with the red lines, indicating that they are accurately localized under a known
start condition. For the unknown start case, Route 3 has two predictions: one starts from Node 27
and ends at Node 13, and the other one starts from Node 52 and ends at Node 14. The latter is the
correct path. Route 6 also has two preditions: one starts from Node 10 and ends at Node 30, and
the other one begins at Node 16 and stops at Node 65, the latter of which is correct. This shows that
the two routes cannot be localized with current observations and further observations are eventually
required to be localized. This problem can be solved with the start positions since all seven routes
are correctly localized under a known start condition. The results demonstrate that our method is
capable of localizing users accurately with a known start and it also works well in some cases with an
unknown start. Compared to the landmark detection, the localization process barely costs time. We
spend about 0.043 s on average to localize each route.
(a) Route 1 (b) Route 2
Figure 10. Cont.
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(c) Route 3 (d) Route 4
(e) Route 5 (f) Route 6
(g) Route 7 (h)
Figure 10. The localization results of seven routes.
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We further draw comparisons with the HMM-based method in two situations, and the statistical
results are shown in Table 5. The number of possible paths is used to report the comparison result. It is
notable that the HMM fails to localize all landmark sequences without a known start and only Route 5
is accurately localized given the start position. In addition, our method outperforms the HMM-based
method in seven routes with the same conditions.
Table 5. A statistical comparison landmark sequence localization results of seven routes.
Route
HMM HMM2
Without With Without With
1 18 9 1 1
2 8 2 1 1
3 1137 82 2 1
4 2 2 1 1
5 12 1 1 1
6 18,346 5556 2 1
7 4 2 1 1
6.3.2. Analysis
In this section, we evaluated the localization performance of the proposed method regarding
the number of observed landmarks. A number of possible paths was used to report performance.
We performed experiments in two scenes using Route 1 and Route 7 along with the number of observed
landmarks under unknown start conditions. The performance is shown in Figure 11. Route 1 was
localized with six landmarks and Route 7 is localized at the ninth landmark. This is because the CSB is
more complex compared with the BSB.
Figure 11. Localization performance with the number of observed landmarks in two scenes.
We also conducted experiments to analyze the effects of given route starts regarding the number
of observed landmarks. Route 1 from the BSB and Routes 3 and 7 from the CSB were used to perform
experiments. It can be seen from Figure 12 that Route 1 is localized from the third landmark with a
known start and from the sixth landmark with an unknown start. Route 7 was localized given nine
landmarks with an unknown start and three landmarks with a known start. The proposed method
was not able to localize Route 3 given unknown starts but localized a route from the second landmark
with a known start. This demonstrates that a known start significantly improves the localization
performance in two scenes.
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(a) Route 1 (b) Route 7
(c) Route 3
Figure 12. Influence of a known start on localization results.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a visual landmark sequence-based indoor topological localization
method. We propose an innovative representation of landmarks on a topological map, a robust
landmark detector, and an effective sequence matching algorithm for localization. Sematic information
of stable indoor elements is exploited to represent environmental locations. Compared to the traditional
landmark represented by local key point features, combined geometric elements or text information,
our representation is able to stay robust facing dynamic environmental change caused by moving
pedestrians, illumination, and view changes as well as image blurring. This high-level representation
reduces the storage requirement and can be extended to large indoor environments. We present a
robust CNN-based landmark detector for landmark detection. Previous landmark detecting methods
are devised based on the predefined rules or on color and gradient information. Slight environment
changes can significantly influence the landmark detection performance. The background also has a
significant influence on detection accuracy. We developed the novel landmark detector using a deep
learning technique. Instead of designing the feature with a landmark prior, it learns a deep feature
representation for landmarks. Experimental results demonstrate that the previous design feature is
confused with the background, while our detector is capable of reliably detecting landmarks from
the background.
Our matching algorithm achieves good performance to handle indoor scene ambiguity, as it
involves more contextual information. Taking object types as landmark representation saves the
storage demand but discards landmark details. This further increases scene ambiguity. Methods
depending on feature matching fails to work with the scene ambiguity problem. The HMM helps
relieve it to a certain degree but still does not solve it. The experiments show that our methods provide
better solutions to the problem than the HMM does.
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For future work, we plan to investigate the fusion of low-level visual features with semantic
features and with geometric features. This would decrease the scene ambiguity and require fewer
landmarks for localization. We also plan to extend the proposed method by utilizing all landmarks in
both sides of corridors. The current method adopts side-view capturing, which ignores landmarks
on the other side of the corridor and results in the loss of information. Another direction to pursue is
the automatic construction of the topological map. Currently, we build our topological map manually
based on the floor plan map. When there are no floor plan maps of the scenes, a map needs to be
constructed from videos. A localization approach is not able to handle a situation in which a camera
stops working for a while as we rely on a landmark occurrence sequence to perform localization. If the
camera stops working for a period of time, there will be two video segments. The approach will treat
the two video segments as independent videos to perform localization. Two landmark sequences are
not able to constrain each other because any number of landmarks and any type of landmarks can be
observed during the break.
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